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The artist doesn't make very much art; the artist didn't make any art; the artist does not make art; the 
artist never makes art, the artist has never made art, there was never an artist, and there was never any 
art. 

The artist doesn't make very many paintings; the artist didn't make any paintings; the artist never 
makes paintings; the artist has never made paintings; there was never an artist, and there were never 
any paintings. 

The artist does not make paintings; the artist doesn't paint; artists don't paint; there are no artists 
making paintings; there are no painters; there are no painters painting; there are no paintings; there is 
no paint. 

The paintings are paintings of thoughts; the artist has thoughts and paints; there are thoughts the artist 
thinks; the artist thinks about thoughts and paints; the artist thinks about painted thoughts; the painted 
thoughts are not painted; the painted thoughts are paint; the artist's thoughts are not paint; there are no 
painted thoughts; there is no paint on the paintings; there are no thoughts the artist paints; the artist is 
not painting paintings; the artist is not painting thoughts; the artist is not thinking thoughts; the artist 
has no thoughts; there are no artists with thoughts; there are no artists; there are no thoughts; there is 
no art. 

Ramiken is open Wednesday - Sunday, 12-6pm. For more information please call +1 (917) 434-4245 
or email Emily Berger at emily@ramiken.biz. 

































Lukas Quietzsch
Untitled, 2022
Gouache on linen
79 x 85 inches (200 x 215 cm)

Lukas Quietzsch
Untitled, 2023
Gouache on linen
79 x 83 inches (200 x 210 cm)

Omari Douglin
Raining Spy and Chips, 2023
Oil on canvas
60 x 43 inches (153 x 110 cm)

Omari Douglin
Keep walking a straight line, 2023
Oil on canvas
60 x 43 inches (153 x 110 cm)



Lukas Quietzsch
PPLS, 2023
Gouache on linen
79 x 83 inches (200 x 210 cm)

Lukas Quietzsch
PPLS, 2023
Gouache on linen
79 x 83 inches (200 x 210 cm)

Omari Douglin
Untitled A!er Lukas, 2023
Oil on canvas
60 x 43 inches (153 x 110 cm)

Omari Douglin
Kick Ass Painter, 2023
Oil on canvas
60 x 43 inches (153 x 110 cm)


